FEATURES

AMELIO | BENCH SLEEPER

COMPACT FOOTPRINT & CUSTOM SIZING
A compact 21.5” unit depth maximizes floor
space when used as a bench and extends
only 38” deep when in sleep position. Custom
sizes are available and can be quoted in
quantities of 10 or more units.

STORAGE COMPARTMENTS
Optional under-seat storage compartment
features a cleanable interior surface with a
vented bottom and a clean-out for debris
and fluids. The spring-assisted hinges hold the
storage lid in the upright position to provide
safe access.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY
For a nominal upcharge, Bench Sleepers can
be upholstered in combinations of two or more
upholstery covers on the same unit.

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
A welded steel interior framework provides
exceptional strength and durability for extended
product life and problem-free usage. The
platform over the framework is covered in an
attractive, durable upholstered cover to
support infection control and ease of cleaning.

ARM CAPS
The optional upholstered arm panels are
available with Grey Urethane or Solid
Surface arm caps to provide a durable,
cleanable surface.

LAMINATE FRONT PANEL
High pressure laminate can be specified for
the front panel in Krug’s in-stock laminates
with matching 3mm edging.

LEGS
The standard base is a 3” tall round steel leg
with polymer glides. Rear glides are adjustable.

CASTERS
3” dual-wheel locking casters are optional.
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FOLD OUT SLEEP SURFACE
The seat cushion folds out onto a forward
extending platform to transform the bench
into a full-length sleeper. It features
comfortable foam with a high-durability,
breathable sleep surface in Dark Grey - other
sleep surface covers may be specified at
an upcharge. Cushions can be removed for
cleaning or replacement.

The perfect solution where space is at a premium, the Amelio Bench Sleeper efficiently combines sitting, sleeping and
storage in a design that is both compact and comfortable. Ideal for patient rooms and any other setting where sleep
function is desired, Amelio is available in standard sizes of 68”, 72”, 76” and 80”, as well as any custom dimension.

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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Armrest panels and backs are options that can enhance the seating function of the product - or it can be specified as
a simple bench. The storage compartment has been designed to be easy to clean, and caster can be selected to make
the bench sleeper mobile.

